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Abstract—The rapid increase in global data traffic increases
the load and insecurity at the present radio access network
architecture. This limitation of the present network leads to
redesign the base station architecture. The centralized/cloud
radio access network (C-RAN) technology consider being an
alternative solution for the next-generation base station. This
architecture performs a centralized processing and controlling
activity at central location instead of the distributed processing as
in traditional BS. As the C-RAN has centralized and collaborative
processing, it has the capability to overcome many security
challenges and proved itself to be a secured, energy and cost
efficient architecture for the next generation cellular network.
Different types of threats and attacks are possible at different
layers of C-RAN. In this paper, we have proposed a multi-
layer authentication and key agreement protocol (ML-AKA)
for securing all layers of C-RAN to establish an end to end
connection between the user entity (UE). This proposed protocol
is to authenticate and validated by AVISPA and the simulation
result shows that the proposed ML-AKA protocol reduces the
chance of attacks to a greater extent.

Keywords—Base station, C-RAN, DoS, DDoS, ML-AKA, Net-
work Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the wireless and cellular network is moving towards 5th

generation the utilization of the wireless terminal data traffic is
growing rapidly. According to a study conducted by Cisco, the
per-user data traffic has increased from 30 MB to 2000 MB
from 2012 to 2017 per month and it is expected to reach 10 GB
till the end of 2020. Again the global wireless devices which
are connected to the base station (BS) and wireless access
point (AP) increase from 7 billion to 10.3 billion in 2012 to
2017, with an annual compound growth rate of 8.3% [1]. To
mitigate this rapid increase in wireless and cellular devices and
to avoid the limitation of conventional Radio Access Networks
(RAN) a centralized interface management is required for the
next-generation cellular network. There are various limitations
such as high-cost incurred, limited bandwidth, and huge power
consumption limits the scalability and flexibility of the present
base station. The cloud-RAN emphasizes on this limitation and
redesigned the RAN architecture with a centralized control
and management system. This new architecture not only
reduces the involve cost incurred such as capital expenditure
(CAPEX) or operational expenditure but also help to design an
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energy efficient network. In comparison to the traditional BS,
the C-RAN architecture consists of a distributed radio unit
also known as remote radio head (RRH) and a centralized
processing unit known as a baseband unit (C-BBU) [2]. Both
the RRH and BBU are connected through a high bandwidth
fronthaul link which may be a wired or wireless type.

In C-RAN, the RRHs collects the incoming signals from the
wireless devices and transfer to the BBUs through the wireless
fronthaul link. The received baseband signal processing and
controlling activity is carried out at the Baseband Units
(BBUs) or BBU-pool. The C-RAN can also be categorized
into three layers such as :

• Device layer : It consists of different cellular and wireless
devices which are connected to the RRH through a
wireless link.

• Link layer : The link layer consists of the Fronthaul and
Backhaul link which connect the RRH to the BBU and
BBU to the core network respectively.

• Physical base band layer : This layer consists of the
C-BBU and the core network which performs all the
controlling and processing activity. This C-BBU can also
be grown over a conventional data center by using the
virtualization and cloud computing technology [3].

As these three-layers exchange the data and information for
providing services to the end user, the security and privacy
issues are the key factor in implementing C-RAN technology.
Except the data security and privacy issues the C-RAN has also
the different problem like access control, robustness, integrity,
authentication, trustworthiness, non-repudiation etc are the key
concept to established a secure end to end communication.
The important man-made system attacks which mainly affect
the device layer of the C-RAN are distributed denial of
services (DDoS), impersonation and eavesdropping attacks.
The wireless link layer is mainly affected by jamming or
DoS attack. As the BBU or physical processing layer uses
virtualized and cloud computing technology which leads to
many attacks like DoS attack, SQL injection, physical access,
spear phishing etc. are possible. As the DoS attack is a primary
attack which effects all the layer of the C-RAN [4]. In this
paper, we have proposed an ML-AKA protocol to reduce the
effect of DoS and DDoS attacks in C-RAN. The rest of the



paper is as follow; Section II. described the prior related work
carried out by earlier researcher focusing on C-RAN and its
security issues. Section III. described the security requirement
for C-RAN for an end to end communication. Section IV.
focused on different security issue and vulnerability in C-
RAN and discuss different possible security issues for C-
RAN in more detail. In Section V the proposed protocol is
given followed by its mathematical and flow diagrams. The
simulation result and protocol validation are given in Section
VI. Finally, in Section VII, a concluding remark is given for
this paper..

II. LITERATURE SURVEY AND PRIOR RELATED WORK

The physical implementation of cloud based BS or C-
RAN raised many security challenges for the implementation
of next generation network [5]. Different organization and
research group are working to avoid this attacks. In [6], authors
have suggested a layered architecture for C-RAN, which
divides whole architecture into three planes i.e. physical plane,
control plane and service plane. In [7], authors have discussed
different threats and security issues at different layers of the
5G network which also discussed the C-RAN security as an
open research issue for future network implementation. In [8],
author has discussed about key agreement and authentication
for secure communication. Authors in [9], focused on the
different security issues and corresponding solution for the
virtualized and cloud platform at the BBU layer. The paper
also discussed the cloud security alliance which is a key factor
to provide platform as a service (PaaS) to different internet
services and telecom service providers. In [10], the author has
discussed the effect of a DDoS attack and defense mechanism.
In [11], the author’s discuss different 4G cellular network
threats and given an attacker model for the cellular network.
In [12], the authors analyzed two types of improper behavior
of DoS attack and selfish misbehavior. The adversary model
present in the paper, discuss how malicious node disturb the
network traffic by sending heavy network traffic. In [13], the
authors discussed the common jamming threat and proposed
the different solution for this jamming attack. Although all
these papers have focused on the many security challenges for
cellular and wireless network, no paper has given a concrete
security model and its corresponding solution for C-RAN
architecture.

III. SECURITY PARAMETERS FOR C-RAN ARCHITECTURE

For a secure C-RAN system different security parameters
that must be follow to ensure the safety of the whole network
architecture are as follows

A. Authentication
Authentication is the most important security requirement

for the C-RAN system. It uses the different techniques to
authenticate the authorized user for a secured communication
and link control. In C-RAN authentication, needs at each layer
to verify who performs what. By using proper authentication
technique it is easy to detect the malicious user, which helps
to overcome attacks like DoS attack and Reply attacks.

B. Integrity and Confidentiality

Integrity ensures that the system, the component, and trans-
mitted information are secured and unchanged. Confidentiality
ensures the secrecy of users information. In the C-RAN sys-
tem, the essential element of confidentiality is data generated
by user devices at the device layer, access data at the link layer
and the processing data at the physical BBU layer. Integrity
ensures the data associated with the different layer of C-RAN
are legal un-altered and non-corrupted.

C. Privacy

In the C-RAN system, privacy exists among operators
and end users. Privacy of end users are defined as personal
information privacy, data privacy, and identity privacy. Service
providers uses different privacy preservation techniques at the
different layer of the C-RAN based on some service level
agreement (SLA). The user or device link with any network
must be ensured with this SLA for a secured communication.

D. Trustworthiness

C-RAN has a lot of advantages over traditional RAN such
as highly scalable and flexible to accommodate a different kind
of cellular user in term of operator and services specific. There
should be cooperation among mobile operators when going for
an IaaS scenario. A secure trust management mechanism is
established for collaboration among operators through which
we can get an effective solution for virtualized threats.

E. Non-Repudiation

There should be liability between the user and mobile
service providers. To ensure an end to end communication,
all the layers should be integrated toward a global solution
and authentication. Any layer should not deny the authorized
user request without the acknowledgment of other layers.

F. Access control to resource

This is one of the most important security requirement in the
C-RAN system . Resources and services should be accessible
only for authorized users anywhere and anytime. it gives the
effective solution for impersonation attack.

IV. SECURITY THREATS AND VULNERABILITY IN C-RAN

As different layers of C-RAN affected by different man
made security threats, which limits the functionality and
performances of this architecture. The main security threats for
the different layer of the C-RAN architecture are as follows:

A. Security threats and vulnerabilities in Device layer

Device Layer Consists of all the physical devices such as
cellular and wireless devices and its corresponding nodes. For
access control and to establish a D2D or D2X communication,
security and privacy are the prime concerns for this layer.
The two most common attack for this layers is DDoS and
Eavesdropping.
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Fig. 1. Attacker Model for C-RAN

1) Distributed denial of services attack (DDoS): In the
device layer, the Attacker can compromised some user devices
which will act as botnet (A group of the compromised device
or infected device by an attacker). After establishing the
botnet, the attacker has full remote control over the devices.
Through which it can send the unauthorized traffic to disturb
the normal traffic of the network. In the DDoS attack, attacker
attacks on the large set of devices in a network, due to this
compromised devices occupies the major part of the network
bandwidth, which hampers the normal network services for
the authorized users.

2) Eavesdropping: Eavesdropping is a possible attack
through which the device layer can get affected. It is an attack
in which an attacker can intercept the private conversation over
a network to get sensitive information. It is also defined as a
violation of confidentiality. The eavesdropping can be possible
in two way i.e

• Attacker can violate this by directly access the private
conversation between sender and receiver over a digital
media.

• Another way attacker access the valuable information by
using interception or sniffing technique.

B. Security threats and vulnerabilities in Link layer

The link layer of C-RAN consists of RRH, wireless fron-
thaul, and an optical backhaul link. The User Entity (UE) link
with the RRH through a secured wireless channel to transfer
information and data. The link layer is mainly affected by DoS
attack or jamming attack. DoS attack is possible in the RRH

unit because it receives the signals from a large number of
connected devices, processed it and sends it to the upper layer.
If any attacker attacks the corresponding connected devices
and sends a huge number of unauthorized request to the RRH.
As the RRH has limited bandwidth to handle the requests, the
larger number of requests create a jamming problem at the
RRH and its corresponding front haul link.

C. Security threats and vulnerabilities in physical base band
layer

The C-BBU in the physical layer is used as a platform for
the different type of services and operators. Data security and
privacy are the prime factors for providing services to the
end user. As it uses the cloud computing and virtualization
techniques for C-RAN implementation, many types of attacks
are possible at BBU and core network. The different possible
attacks in this layer are as follows:

1) Denial of services (DoS) attack : DoS attack can occur
in BBU of the virtualization environment, an end user can use
the same machine with numerous operating system in which
virtual machine shares resources like CPU, storage (memory
or disk) and network. The main target of the adversary is to
weak the resource from the physical host to disturb the services
of the other virtual machine in BBU.

2) Privacy threat : The privacy of devices can be easily
violated. In C-RAN Architecture, idle spectrum resources are
allocated to the devices based on the devices geographic
locations. Due to this process, device’s private key may be
stolen by unauthorized parties. Thus, devices privacy should
be considered.



V. THE PROPOSED ML-AKA PROTOCOL FOR C-RAN
LAYERED ARCHITECTURE

In the C-RAN layered architecture, several attacks are
possible at the different layers. To avoid these attacks in this
paper we have proposed a secure and efficient Multi-layer
Authentication and Key Agreement (ML-AKA) protocol for
the C-RAN application. In this proposed protocol three layer
authentication required for secure end to end communication
The different layer of authentication are given known as :

• Device layer authentication (DLA).
• Link layer authentication (LLA).
• Physical base band layer (PBBU) Authentication

Each layer of C-RAN requires authentication and key registra-
tion for each connected devices. This process is carried out in
three different phase like; User Entity (UE) registration, link
setup, session key establishment phase as shown in Fig. 2.

A. User Entity (UE) registration

The UE are associated and registered with a particular RRH
during the UE registration phase. To establish an end to end
connection the registration process is carried out in different
steps :

1) End user devices (UEi where i = 1,2) send the reg-
istration request to RRHj for accessing the local area
service. The identities of end user devices (UE1, UE2)
are used for the registration process of UE to their
respective RRH.

2) The RRHj will accept the request coming from UEi

and sends it to the BBU for authentication with their
own identity (RRHIDj) for the verification process.

3) In the next phase the UE register to the BBU along
with the RRH id RRHIDj . BBU will accept the RRH
request and verify the legitimacy of the RRHj . If
authentication request send by the authorized end user
device (UEi) and Remote Radio Head (RRHIDj)
is valid, then BBU will simply accept it and produce
authentication information that contain Kjasme

registration key with the help of key distribution
function (KDF). If the authentication information is not
valid then BBU rejects the UE request.

Kjasme = KDF (Kj , RRHIDj , randj) (1)

Where: Kj Secret key between device and BBU and
randj is the random number chosen by BBU.

4) After receiving the authentication information (kjasme)
form BBU, RRHj and UEi will mutually authenticate
each other. For the mutual authentication and key agree-
ment process UEi and RRHj derived the function key
KjU2U with help of Kjasme.

KjU2U = KDF (Kjsame, fid, randj) (2)

where fid is U2U function identity and randj is random
chosen by RRHj . The U2U session key generated by
the U2U fun key KjU2U

B. Link setup and authentication phase

After UE registration process, the link is established be-
tween the UE, RRH and BBU. If another UE associated with
the same RRH and BBU, they communicate each other by
sharing a random secret Key Mj . If random secret key Mj

validate with random secret key of other device then link setup
phase will takes place.

C. Session key establishment phase

After the link setup and authentication phase, session es-
tablishment is carried out between the UE through the RRH
and BBU. The complete process is carried out in following
sequences steps.

1) One of the end user device UE2 request for the session
key creation by sending session request to the RRHj .
For the session request UE2 send it own identity along
with identities of the receiver RRH and UE (UE2, UE1,
RRHID1 and r1 ) to the RRHID2. Then this request
is forwarded to the BBU2.

2) After accepting the session request, BBU2 verify the
legitimacy of the corresponding device. BBU2 will
accept session request only for legitimate device. It will
send UE1, UE2, r1 and SID1 to the BBU1 .
Where SID1 Session identity of end user device and
UE1 and r1 random number

3) In the next step the BBU1 will verify the legitimacy of
key agreement request send by BBU2 and accept the
services. BBU1 send another random number r2 with
(UE1, UE2) to BBU2.

4) BBU2 and BBU1 creates a pre-shared key by exchang-
ing the random nonce value which is calculated by
XOR function. The pre-shared key Kps sends a session
confirmation to the corresponding devices UE1, through
the RRH1.

5) End user device UE1 and UE2 will create the session
key S1 and S2 by choosing random number a and b. The
message authentication code M1 and M2 are computed
for S1 and S2 with the help of hashed mac and common
secret shared key before exchanging the session keys.

M1 = HMKcm
(S1, t1) (3)

M2 = HMKcm(S2, t2) (4)

t1 and t2 are time-stamps, where Kcm = KRRH XOR
Kps.

6) End user devices UE1 and UE2 will check the cor-
rectness of the time stamp after receiving the S1 and
S2, which is computed by the hashed mac and their
common pre-shared key Kps. If both side verification
result matched then they create the U2U session key
KSU2U = (S1)

b = (S2)
a and protect communications

using the common session key KSU2U subsequently.

Kj
asme = KDF (Kj , BBUid, randj) (5)

Kj
U2U = KDF (Kj

asme, fid, randj) (6)



Fig. 2. ML-AKA protocol for the C-RAN network.

Kps = r1XORr2 (7)

Kcm = RRRHXORKps (8)

S1 = (g)a, S2 = (g)b (9)

M1 = HMACKcm
(S1, t1) (10)

M2 = HMACKcm
(S2, t2) (11)

KDS = (S1)
b = (S2)

a (12)

VI. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

We have simulated the proposed protocol using Automated
Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications
(AVISPA v 1.1) on a Linux OS environment on a system
with ACPI X86 based with Intel- i7 process with 8GB RAM
[14]. The proposed protocol is simulated for evaluation of a
secured data transfers through the different layer of C-RAN.
The protocol mainly tested for evaluation of DoS and DDoS
attack at the different layer of the C-RAN. This protocol was
tested by two modes of the AVISPA tool i.e. On-The-Fly Mode
checker (OFMC) and Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher
(CL-AtSe). In the OFMC backend model, proposed protocol
is validated through falsification and bounded verification by
traversing through intermediate format (IF) specification in a

TABLE I
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbols and Abbreviations
Symbols Definition
BBU Base Band Unit
UEj /UEj User j and its identity
RRHj /RRHIDj Remote Radio Head j and its identity
Kj the shared secret key
KDF Cryptographic function (Key Derivation

Function)
KD2D Function key
RSD2D D2D session key
Si session key hint of devices
Mi Message Authentication Code
Hi Hashed function
rand Random number
Kps Pre-shared key
Kasme MME Intermediate key
M Message authentication code

demand-driven way. It traverses all the 836 nodes arranged
in a depth of 10 piles in 0.00s parse time and a search
time of 1.08s to verify the whole protocol. In the CL-atSe
backend model, it verifies the protocol through heuristics
and redundancy elimination technique. By using the heuristic
technique it analyzed 110 nodes in which it visits the 68 nodes
by taking 0.02s translation time and 0.01 computational time



Fig. 3. Simulation result in OFMC back end and CL-atSe back end of AVISPA tool.

to test the protocol. The test parameter such as parse time (Tp)
and search time (Ts) is evaluated by increasing the number of
test nodes in different back-end models. The final result is
shown in Fig.3 also shows that the proposed protocol is safe
from different possible attacks and is suitable for the end to
end UE connection establishment in a C-RAN environment.

VII. CONCLUSION

C-RAN architecture considers being a new collaborative,
cost-effective secured network for the next generation base
station architecture. As the C-RAN design over a cloud com-
puting and radio access network platform, security from the
different threats and attacks are the prime concern to establish
an end to end communication. The literature shows that the
DoS and DDoS attacks are possible at all the layer of the
C-RAN architecture. To secure this layer we have proposed a
multilayer security protocol to reduce different security attacks
and threats at all the three layers of the C-RAN. The simulation
result given in Section VI shows that the proposed ML-AKA
is efficiently secured the layered devices from possible attacks
in C-RAN.
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